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Abstl'act : Developmental changes in the taste receptors and eNS, in
physiological and behavioural patterns in fdus and postnatal animals
constitute the ontogeny of tnste. Tongue epithelial cells are modified into
taste buds only with innervation and are seen to degenerate on de nervation.
On removal of a portion of the tongue, with its taste buds, the central
projections of gustation also atrophy, indicating an interdependence of
taste receptors and central areas for their development. Gradual transitions
in electrical responses to taste stimuli are shown from fetal to adult
stage. While responses to ammonium chloride are marked in early fetus,
with advancements in age responses to a wide variety of chemicals are
shown. Again, early in the development, fibers responsive to chloride are
predominant while at n later stage fibers responsive to sodium increase in
number. Behaviourally, human fetus and neonatal mammals showed
increased swallowing movements on sweet taste and decreased movements
on bitter taste which is somewhat at variance with elcctrophysiological
evidence llnd renects on the multimodal involvement of taste cell functiolllli
and behavioural dynamics with age.
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INTRODUCTION

Chemosensory signals from food provide
the sensory basis of the hedonic matrix that
controls food acceptance, choice and intake
(1). With the .oecognition of the importance
of taste to life and consequent unfolding of
its mechanisms the question as to how it
develops assumes significance. The answer
to it is important according to Descartes as
"the nature of things is much more easily
conceived when they are only considered as

produced at once in a finished and perfect
state" (2). Using recent biophysical,
biochemical and immunological techniques,
studies on the ontogeny of taste have been
conducted in several species of animals,
such as amphibians, reptiles and
mammals including humans. In addition,
embryological and postnatal studies on the
alterations in morphology of taste cells,
neural responses to taste (peripheral and
central) and taste behaviour from conception
to the adult stage have been reported. A
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brief account and relevance of those
investigations forms the theme of this paper.

General plan or development or special senses

The mechanism that guide the ontogeny
of sense organs are worked out in greater
detail for the sense of vision (3). From it
one can gather that the ontogeny of any
sensory system includes the development of
receptors, the receptive brain areas and the
neural connections between those two.
Initially the central and peripheral
mechanisms develop independently and
later their development is dependent on one
another. The most amazing aspect of
ontogeny of sense organs is the laying down
of the connecting links between central
areas and peripheral systems as the linking
neurons, winding their way through millions
of neuron assemblies, finally make contact
with the appropriate target areas. It. is
thought that neural connections between
receptors and the brain areas are directed
by "molecular sensing". The molecules may
be released from cells located along the
pathway or the target area itself. However,
after the axon arrives at the target area, it
sprouts elaborate terminal branches which
enter into the area. Several axons send their
endings into target area and synapse with
it, but only the synapses that are
appropriate (Hebb synapses) are
strenghtened while the inappropriate oncs
are weakencd and subsequently lost. The
strengthening depends on the
synchronisation of electrical activity in
pre- and postsynaptic cells. Absence of
synchronised pre- and postsynaptic activity
lends to weaken transmission and thus the
synapses. It may be said, therefore, that
cells which "fire" together "wire" together.
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The electrical activity in the receptors is
spontaneous. If the activity is prevented
from reaching the target brain area, the
terminal axonic branches, which normally
are confined to a restricted zone, are spread
all over the brain area in a disorderly
fashion resulting in the non-function of
sense organ. Further even after the right
contacts are made the synapses need to be
adequately stimulated within a critical
period inorder to make the contact firm. If
the adequate stimulus is not given during
the critical period the sense organ fails to
function normally.

The developmental changes in taste
sense may also be following principles
similar to those that govern ontogeny of
vision. The changes are continuous,
sometimes changes in one area are
simultaneous with alterations in another
area and may even be dependent on them.
Hence it is not easy to delineate the
transitional stages and study the underlying
mechanisms in isolation. Yet for the
convenience of studying, the ontogeny of
taste is arbitrarily divided into three
portions: (a) the development of taste cells,
(b) the development of electrophysiology of
taste, and (c) the development of taste
behaviour.

(Ill) Tnste cell development

The development of gustatory sense
begins with the appearance of taste buds.
In amphibians the taste organ is shown to
originate from the epithelium of
oropharyngeal cavity as indicated by dye
injection studies on early salamander
gastrules (4). Similarly in tadpoles of Rona
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temporaria, the taste organs appear at the
apices of oral premetamorphic papillae (5).

In the 15 day rat fetus, the taste bud
development is indicated by slight elevation
of a group of lingual epithelial cells and
presence of gustatory nerve fibers in the
vicinity (5). The epithelial cells then produce
small dense membrane-bound granules
followed by growth of nerves towards
granular cells. Interestingly the denervated
adult. taste cells before regeneration also
follow similar stages of granule formation
and innervation (6). The intracellular
vesicular substance probably helps in the
formation of close relation between nerve
and cell and lead to differentiation of
epithelial cell into the gustat.ory cell.
Following innvervation each taste bud
develops several vertically elongated
gustatory cells and supporting cells. Each
gustatory cell has bidirectional synapses and
synaptic vesicles (5). Significantly the
denervation at this stage of initial
innervation of epithelial cells irreversibly
prevents the formation of taste buds locally
in contrast to reemergence of taste buds
after reinnervation of denervated adult
gustatory epithelium. It suggests that initial
innervation provides protective
integumental covering that replaces any
superficial secondary 3ensory cells rendered
useless by denervation (7). In contrast, the
14 day fetus tongue fragments organ culture
showed that morphogenesis of fungiform
papillae is independent of innervation,
though maintenance of papillae requires
trophic neuronal influence (8). In hamstp.rs
also. the fungiform eminences begin to form
in the absence of innervation, but the
subsequent differentiation of p'apillae
depends on innervation as in the rat. The
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hamster is precocious as compared to rat in
terms of lingual nerve development and
structural maturity of anterior tongue at
birth (9).

In general the mammalian taste bud
differentiation depends on innervation
contrasting with amphibian taste bud
morphogensis which is independent of
innervation (10) or can be induced by non
gustfltory fibers (ll). The mammalian taste
bud stimulated to undergo changes by
innervation, exerts in its turn a trophic
effect on central and peripheral nerve fibers.
This was revealed by investigations on 14
day rat fetus. Epithelial cells of the taste
bud innuence growth of the chrodatympani
and the lingual branch of trigeminal, though
the responses of the nerves are varied (8).
It is also known that destruction of the
anterior tongue of 0-10 postnatal day (PND)
rats (but not of later day rats tongue)
results in defective axonic and dendritic
growth in medullary taste neurons located
in the nucleus tractus soHtarius (NTS)
which is similar to arrest of taste bud
growth following its denervation (12). The
innuellce of taste cells on growing neurons
in central receptive areas may be mediated
by granules present in the taste cells (13).
Incidentally the PND's 0-10 appear to be
critical period for the rat's taste cell
neuronal interaction. Denervation during
this period permanently restricts the
gustatory competence of vallate epithelium
(14) and recovery of reinnervation is about.
50% only (15,16). After this initial
interact.ion, the complexity of neural
connections appears to increase as shown
by increasing convergence of the afferent
taste fibers on to multipolar second-order
neurons in NTS during fetal and postnatal
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development in sheep (I7). It reinforced the
earlier report on the rabbit type III cells
(I8), showing the converging and diverging
synaptic input/output from type III cells the
intragemmal nerve fibers with varying sizes
of active synaptic zones.

In humans, presumptive taste buds are
reported to the present in 7·9 week old fetus
and adult buds in 13·15 week fetus (19).
Some reports indicated that adult taste buds
appear as late as in 4-7 month fetus (6).

Ultra·structure studies of the human
fetus showed that the tongue is completely
formed during 8-9 months of prenatal
development (20). Anyway, all the studies
indicated that the human child is born with
functional taste buds. This seems to be the
rule in all animals with long gestation
period (21). Contrastingly in the animals
with short gestation period the taste cells
mature postpartum though presumptive
buds are formed during intrauterine life (6).
A notable exception is the chicken with a
short gestation period and yet born with
mature gustatory apparatus (22). In rabbit
pups, the taste bud precursors are reported
to be present in the second half of the short
intrauterine life (5) and completely get
differentiated in 7 days post·partum. A
similar pattern of taste bud development in
rat is reported (23). However, some reports
on t.he time of appearance of taste buds in
the intrauterine life of animals are
contradictory, which may be due to
uncertainty regarding the stage of
development at which the collection of cells
can be called taste buds. This contradiction
may be reduced to some extent by using
antibodies against gustatory receptor
molecules in intragemmal cells. Such
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antibodies against cytokeratins 7, 8 or 19
are already developed (24).

The necessary changes in the
presumptive taste cells and their afferent
fibers which transform them into functional
units are worked out thoroughly in the case
of salt (Na-and LicD responsive units, using
amiloride which selectively blocks cellular
response to Na+ and Li+ taste. However,
amiloride does not completely block the
neural responses to NaCI taste in adult.
Further the NaCI response in PND 12-13
rats is unaffected by amiloride (25). Hence
residual response to NaCI in adults and all
the response to NaCI in young rats (PND
12-13) ought to be due to amiloride resistant
CI- ion channels (25-26). It appears that
the fibers in young rats responsive to CI
ions continue into adult life. Meanwhile the
adult develops amiloride sensitive Na
channels. Similar changes in cells and nerve
fibers were shown in sheep (27). In sheep
and rat, the peripheral nerve responses to
NaCI are of low magnitude during early
development. Progressively, the taste
system acquires an increasing proportion of
fibers that respond maximally to NaC!. The
sodium responsiveness emerges in the
context of shifting peripheral innervation
patterns and the apparent addition of
functional receptor membrane channels
sensitive to the sodium transport blocker,
amiloride. It appears that these
developmental processes may be altered by
early manipulation of sodium in the diet
(28). The number of fibers responsive to
salts of Na and Li increase gradually with
concomitant decrease in the receptive field
of single chorda tympani fibers while the
fibers responsive to NH 4CI remain unaltered
(29). Additionally, there may be an increase
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in NaCI sensitive "patch" and other patches
responsive to sweet (30), bitter and sour
tastes on the individual cell membrane. This
increases in taste responsive patches could
be the effect of innervation or independent
of it. Specific taste sensitive membrane and
the invading afferent fiber develop
independently and "match" during
innen'ation process (28). Contrastingly in
the hamster adapted to desert conditions,
the number of a sensitive fibers show
decrease with age (28) probably because
they do not need to identify NaCI for their
survival but rather have the problem of
getting rid of NaCI ingested along with its
food. Morphogenesis of taste bud appears
to be accompanied by formation of carrier
protein for transportation of taste molecules
to receptors. This is suggested by detection
of high concentration of Van Ebner's gland
proteins in the clefts of circumvallate and
foliate papillae along with development of
taste buds. It is thought that Van Ebner's
gland proteins may control the access of
lipophylic sapid molecules (e.g. bitter) to the
gustatory receptors (31).

Maturity of the taste bud is indicated
by appearance of the taste pore, although
taste cells may continue to undergo changes
even after the appearance of the pore. In
the rat vallate taste bud, for instance, the
pore appears at 0-10 PND and cells continue
to increase in length and width and number
for 2 months PND (15)' The taste pore
facilitates interaction of chemical stimulants
with taste cells. Probably the testants reach
the taste bud cells even before the
appearance of the pore as there is no
permeability barrier in the epithelium
overlaying taste buds (32). Once formed the
taste cells in papillae undergo maturation
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process by interacting with substances
present in mother's milk (33), or in the
amniotic fluid (34) or in the food that adults
eat to which pups are constantly exposed.
Exception to this appears to be newly
hatched snake's species-specific preferences
for certain prey extracts without any
previous exposure to it (35).

(b) Developmental electrophysiology

Most of the electrophysiological data
related to ontogeny of taste sense are
obtained from the sheep as the sheep fetus
can be exteriorised without damaging its
neural and vascular connections to the
mother, and its gestational period is
sufficiently long (150 days) to facilitate the
developmental studies. Interestingly, the
sheep taste bud development and
maturation are similar to the development
and maturation of taste buds in man (19).
Scarcity of electrophysiological studies on
the fetus of other laboratory animals (e.g.
rat and rabbit) arc probably due to their
short gestational period, appearance of taste
buds late in their fetal life (21 days) and
their maturation postnatally (21 days after
birth).

The taste sense is reflected in the
electrical responses of gustatory nerves to
chemical stimuli applied over taste buds.
The taste responses were obtained from
single fibers as well as group of a few fibbers
from the chorda tympani of sheep fetus of
109-137 days of gestation (27). Responses
to salt taste (NH 4 CI, aCI,Ke!), sweet
(sugars, glycerol and saccharin), bitter
(quinine and urea) and sour (acetic acid)
and the taste of amniotic fluid were
obtained. It was found that electrical
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responses of single chorda tympani fibers
of fetus in the last third of gestation (> 100
day) to NH4 CI and glycerol were greatly
increased, to sour taste of acetic acid and
sweet taste of saccharin the response was
mild; and to NaCI, glutamate and amniotic
fluid it was poor. Surprisingly, the
responses to taste of the calorie-rich sugars
as well as to life-saving bitter taste were
not even poor but depressed. The integrated
response recorded from a small bundle of
nerve fibers indicated an almost similar
response pattern. Significantly, the single
fiber responses of 128 day fetus, 12 day lamb
and adult sheep to monochloride salts
(NH 4Cl, NaCl, KCI and HC!) were identical.
Additionally the multifiber responses to
increasing concentration of NH,Cl of 137
day fetus, 12 day lamb and adult were
also similar. Hence it appears that
neuroanatomieal substrate related to taste
sense in sheep are laid down and ready to
function nearly 50 days before the birth.
The stimulus for organisation of gustation
before birth could only come from frequent
alterations in the taste of amniotic fluid due
to the addition of fetal urine to it in the
final 1/3 of gestational period (34).

The absence of electrical responses in
chorda tympani of fetus to sugar taste and
bitter taste of quinine, contrasting with its
presence in the lamb and adult is difficult
to explain. However, absence of sugar taste
response is explained as due to difficulty of
recording from small diameter "sweet" fibers
which in fetus might have been damaged
easily (34). The absence of neural responses
to bitter taste is not explained as yet.

An investigation of sheep medulla for
taste responses (36) showed that the tractus
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solitarius units responded to a broader
range of stimuli with increasing age of fetus
and lamb. In the fetal sheep at 84 days
gestation the tractus solitarious units
respond to NH4Cl, KCl and citric acid only.
At the final third term of gestation (122
126 days) the tractus solitarius units
responded to NaCI, LiCI and HCl also, in
addition to NH4 Cl, KCI and citric acid.
Tractus solitarius responses in the final
term foetus are similar to the tractus
solitarius responses of lamb and adult sheep
The results suggested the increasing
convergence of taste afferents on to
medullary receptors (17).

The rat fetus chorda tympani responses
to taste stimuli are not known. However,
responses were recorded from PND2 to 110
day old rats (37). Though 2 day old rats
had 1-7% mature fungiform papillae they
responded differently to qualitatively
different chemical stimuli (NH 4 CI. LiCI,
NaCl, citric acid, and sucrose) thus
indicating the capability of neonatal rat to
distinguish different taste qualities. Like
the sheep fetus the neonatal rat also showed
least responses to sucrose. Another
interesting finding is that the
responsiveness to taste stimuli varies
throughout postnatal development and it is
more dramatic for citric acid. Recording of
integrated responses from the chorda
tympani nerve revealed that taste buds with
a pore at 1 week of age responded to NaCl,
HCI and quinine-HCl as well as in adult
rats. However, the response magnitudes for
various sugars at 1 week of age were smaller
compared to those in the adult rat. These
results suggest that functional changes
occur in the gustatory processing of sugars
during postnatal development in the rat
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chorda tympani nerve (38). In addition, the
neural responses were approximately
proportional to concentration of taste stimuli
(0.1, O.25m, 0.5, and 1.0m, NH 4 Cl)
throughout developmental stages starting
with 6-7 day old rats. Finally the proportion
of units in neonatal rat responding to NaCI
was less as compared to units responsive to
NI-I4 C1 initially but increased gradually with
the age (39). It has also been shown that
tractus solitarius activity both in rat and
in sheep (36) is similar to the activity seen
in axons innervating the taste cell
indicating that tractus solitarius is not
intimately involved in analysis of the taste
information further than the analysis
achieved by taste cells.

Developmental changes in cortical
analysis of taste sense if any are unknown
though significant changes in taste cortical
areas are demonstrated (40).

(c) Behaviour

Morphological and electrophysiological
changes during development form the basis
for behaviour in the growing animal or man.
Intake behaviour involves swallowing for
which several muscles need to work in a
sequential order. In the fetus of several
warm blooded animals including the human
fetus deglutition occurs as random brief
episodes that could be part of spontaneous
movements (41). The fetus swallows
amniotic fluid which stimulates the tongue
receptors on its way to alimentary canal.
Hence, to identify the gustatory status of
fetus, the test substance is added to
amniotic fluid and swallowing movements
observed. Such procedures have shown that
the swallowing movements in human fetus
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are increased on sweet saccharin and
decreased on bitter taste (21). Surprisingly
the sheep fetus does not decrease
spontaneous swallowing movements on
bitter taste, though the naive neonatal lamb
(2·7 days old) is known to reject bitter
tasting milk (21). The lack of conscious
control over random swallowing movements
or immaturity of bitter taste cell at that
stage of fetal development or both may be
the causative factors for absence of
responses to bitter taste in sheep fetus (21).

Compared to studies on fetal responses,
investigations on intake behaviour of post
natal animals, specially the rat, are
extensive. In a recent study (42), the PND
1 rat pups are shown to discriminate
between sweet and bitter taste though
taste cells development (5) and
electrophysiological evidences (37) indicate
the contrary. Further as they advance in
age the rat pups (PND 3-6) in a two-bottle
study showed increased intake on sucrose
over water intake and still later (PND 15)
the increase on sucrose was shown to be
porportional to its concentration. Recent
studies indicate that neonatal and adult rats
are attracted to the taste of sugar as well
as to starch - derived polysacharides. The
preference for sweet taste, relative to that
for starchy taste, increases with age and
the sweet taste preference is somewhat
stronger in the male rats than in the female
rats (43). In contrast the intake on the taste
of mineral oil and corn oil emulsions showed
a decreases as compared to water intake in
PND 3-6 rats, though as late as PND 21 the
intake on oils was increased. At PND 21
(Le. at the time of weaning) the rats are
known to exhibit adult salt appetite (44).
Unlike rats of the Sprague-Dawley or Wistar
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strains, Fischer 344 (F344) rats and Syrian
hamsters exhibit an aversion to dilute NaCI
solutions as adults while showing preference
for the same at both 6 and 18 days of age
(45). Another interesting study is on the
taste behaviour of adult rats which were
taste deprived (fed intragastrically) or given
asymetrical input to their taste system
during their early postnatal days (46). Rat
pups aged 4-18 days were used for the above
study as they show rapid changes in
peripheral taste cells. The study showed
that neither the taste deprivation nor
asymetrical input to taste system of PND
4-18 rats could influence their taste
responses after they grew into adults. Hence
it was concluded that certain events
occuring before the period PND 4-18 firmly
established the direction of the taste
development in rats. Such a critical period
during which irrevocable changes might
have occured for salt taste is speculated to
be the period between concepLion and
embryonic day 8 or even earlier (47). NaCI
deprivation initiated on or before embryonic
day 8 but not later (embryonic day 10)
resulted in decreased chorda tympani
responses to salt taste in the adult rat. This
is explained as due to the permeability of
placcnta to some maternally produced
agents (sex hormones, growth factors or
their metabolic substrates) at fetal age of
8-10 days and not later. These maternally
produced agents may be necessary to initiate
a cascade of events that finally result at a
later stage in the appearance of NaCI
sensitive areas on taste cells. However,
neither the agents nor the permeability of
placents to these agents are identified.
Moreover, the rat embryos deprived of NaCI
from day 3, when allowed to drink isotonic
saline on PND 40 and returned to low NaCI
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diet for additional 30 days showed
"recovery" of chorda tympani fiber responses
to NaCI to control levels (47). Hence, it
appears that effects of early deprivation of
NaCl are completely reversable (28). In view
of this the idea of well defined "sensitive
period" for development of salt taste sense
is in doubt. Probably the NaCI channels may
remain in immature state in the NaCl
deprived rats and mature into adult forms
only after the rat ingests NaCI. It is possible
that such interactions also play an
important role in the maturation of sweet,
sour, bitter and umami taste as well.

Surprisingl)' though NaCI is essential for
life the development of taste for salt appears
late in fetal or neonatal life of mammals.
Most of the mammals including man are
born without the functionally active NaCl
taste sense as is evidenced by low sensitivity
to NaCI taste, absence of amiloride-sensitive
Na channels and very few number of chorda
tympani fibers responsive to NaCI in the
fetus and the new born mammals. As the
animals advance in age, the taste system
becomes more sensitive to NaCl, amiloride
sensitive Na channels are added to taste
cells and the chorda tympani fibers
responding to NaCI increase in number (28,
48). Correlated change in salt taste
behaviour is also reported. For instance
PND5 rat does not show preference for NaCI
over water whereas at PND10 preference
for NaCI is exhibited and at PND25 they
show three fold increase in NaCI intake as
compared to intake of adult rats. However,
these post-weaning rats (PND25) are unable
to discriminate between the taste of NaCl,
NH

4
Cl and KCl though their response to

sucrose and citric acid were similar to adult
rats, indicating quantitative and qualitative
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alterations in salt taste perception, with age
(49). Magnitude of aversion to concentrated
NaCI solution exhibited by adults is not
shown till the rats attain the age of 48 days.
All these studies show that the taste of NaCI
to young rats is not the same as it is for
adult rats. It is possible that alterations in
salt taste appreciation may have to wait for
certain physiocochemical changes in CNS as
evidenced by precocious and specific sodium
appetite developement in 3 day old rat pup,
on activation of its brain angiotensin (50).
Such transitions in NaCI taste in human
infants arc not known. However, the human
infant's response to NaCl taste appears as
late as the age of 4 years though the
effective responses to sweet, sour and bitter
tastes are known (28). Even the response to
bitter taste appears a little later after birth.
While the newborns do not reject bitter taste
(urea) a few days old infants exhibit
aversion to it (51).

It is not clear as to the role of experience
with gustatory substances in the
development of taste sense. Some studies
have indicated that diet selection pattern
of adult rats are atleast partially established
as a result of early experiences with food
related stimuli present in mother's milk. An
interesting example is the evidence of
preweanling rat's enhanced ethnol intake
on earlier pairing of ethnol with milk during
suckling (52). Even the probable basis for
learned preference for ethnol is indicated
as unique neurochemical changes during
post-natal development (53). In contrast to
it the neonate rats tested from PND 1-21
showed increased intake on saccharin with
a sharp rise at PND 7-9 days (54). This
increased intake was also shown by the 18
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day preweanlings without previous
experience of saccharin taste. A similar
increased aversion for bitter taste of quinine
when tested for the first time on PND 14
was also shown. The above evidence indicate
that taste development is independent of
previous exposure to taste stimuli (54).
Evidences for and against learned
preferences/aversions support the idea that
the gustatory competence develops with the
age and is innate. But for establishing the
preferences/aversions and for regulating
intake based on taste, the innate taste sense
needs to be reinforced as partially happens
with the intake of mother's milk or random
sampling of adult food that is usually
available in the vicinity.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion it may be said that the
studies on taste ontogeny have contributed
substantially to our knowledge of taste
sense. The central and peripheral
mechanisms are known to develop
independently and "seck" one another. After
the connection is established, further
development of the central and peripheral
mechanisms becomes interdependent. The
development of taste sense is under multiple
controls which come into existence at
appropriate time and space. Further, the
sensing of different chemcials appear in an
orderly manner and may change with age.
However, as at present, the ontogeny of
multimodal responses of taste cells, and
mechanisms of transduction of taste
stimulus are not clear. There is a need for
further research on those unsolved
problems.
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